
GUIDE: BRAC RATE BOOKS 

 

About Rate & Valuation Books 
 

Rates are taxes collected by local governments based on a percentage of the value of a property. Rates are one of the 

oldest forms of taxation used in Australia. Their annual collection means that for many councils there is an annual 

record of each property and its owner. Rate records were catalogued as rate books, valuation books, rate records, rate 

cards, or registers of rateable properties. 

 

All of the rate books in this Guide can be ordered via the PROV catalogue. Visit our Maps & Plans page for resources 

that will help you identify which council’s records are relevant to your search. 

 

About the Rate Books at BRAC 
 

City of Sandhurst-City of Bendigo Rate Books 

 

 
 

1856-1892 and 1895-1903 

 

For each rateable household, the following information was generally collected: 

 

• Rate payer (occupant) and their occupation 

• Owner of the property (where different to the occupier), and sometimes their address 

• Brief description of property (land, house, hut, hotel, building etc) 

• Location of property – street and sometimes corner intersection 

• Value of property assigned and the rates collected 

 

The information is recorded by street or portions of streets in various areas of Bendigo - the rate collector selected 

points in various parts of Bendigo and worked outwards in concentric circles, taking in various parts of streets at a 

time. This structure enables researchers to track a person or property over time. 

 

A free, online index exists for this collection (http://glcrates.ncgrl.vic.gov.au). It contains all the information in each 

record within the Rate Book (for each year), including the rate number which can then be used to locate that record 

in the original Rate Book. The search function does not include a wildcard option but multiple terms can be used to 

refine results (i.e. surname and street); results can be sorted by year, owner, occupier.  

 

The Rate Books for 1892-96 are closed for access due to water damage and cannot be ordered. 



 
 

1903-1958 

 

The information collected and the way it is recorded is the same as for the earlier period though after 1906, street 

numbering was introduced to Bendigo and this is also recorded in most cases. Be aware when researching that street 

numbers in many parts of Bendigo changed between 1956-1966. This means that any one property may have had two, 

separate addresses over time e.g. modern day 82 Wade Street may have been 4 Wade Street prior to the number 

changes. 

 

No index exists for this series, but the earlier index can aid in locating the correct area in 1904-1914 records by 

searching the street and selecting an entry for 1903 and searching the pages around the corresponding rate number. 

 

Each rate book in this series is divided into the three wards, so your search can be refined by knowing if the relevant 

property is in Sutton, Darling or Barkly (a ward map can be found in the Maps & Plans section of the website). 

 

The books change from being handwritten to being type set in the 1930s. 

 

For access to rates records covering 1959-1970 please contact the Rates Department at the City of Greater Bendigo 

via 03 5434 6000. 

 

 
 

1971-1994 

 

For each rateable household, the following information was generally collected: 

• Rate payer (owner) and their address if they aren’t also the resident  

• Title information – parish section and crown allotment/lot/subdivision number 

• Location of property – full street address 

• Value of property and the rates collected 

 

Properties in this series are recorded in full natural order of street, by even then odd numbers.  

 

Each year is divided into three separate books by ward so you will need to know if the street in question is in Sutton, 

Barkly or Darling ward before ordering from this record series. 



 

Borough of Raywood Rate Books 

 

 
 

1865-1883 and 1896-1915 

 

For each rateable household, the following information was generally collected: 

• Rate payer (occupant) and their occupation 

• Owner of the property (where different to the occupier), and sometimes their address 

• Location (sometimes with address) and description of property including acreage if land 

• Value of property and rates due 

 

The Raywood Rate Books are ordered alphabetically by surname. 

 

Borough of Eaglehawk Rate Books 

 

 
 

1864-1947 

 

For each rateable household, the following information was generally collected: 

• Rate payer (occupant) and their occupation 

• Owner of the property (where different to the occupier), and sometimes their address 

• Description of property and street address 

• Value of property and rates due 

 

There is a searchable index for Eaglehawk Rate Books 1855 to 1899 available on the two Goldfields Library family 

history computers (log on with your library card or ask the reference desk librarian for access).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Borough of Heathcote Rate Books 

 

 
1859-1892 

 

For each rateable household, the following information was generally collected:  
• Rate payer (occupant) and their occupation 

• Description of property  

• General location only, sometimes street address included but not always 

• Value of property and rates due 

 

The Heathcote Rate Books are ordered by street as the collector travelled around Heathcote (not alphabetically by 

surname).  

 

 

Shire of McIvor Rate Books 

 

 
 

1879-1948 

 

For each rateable household, the following information was generally collected: 

• Rate payer (occupant) and their occupation 

• Owner of the property (where different to the occupier), and sometimes their address 

• Description of property (i.e. cottage) and acreage if land 

• Township location 

• Value of property and rates due 

 

The McIvor Rate Books are divided into four ridings – Eastern, South Western, Northwestern and Central – and are 

then ordered alphabetically by surname of occupant. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Shire of Rochester Rate Books 

 

 
 

1909-1968 

 

For each rateable household, the following information was generally collected: 

• Rate payer (occupant) and their occupation 

• Owner of the property (where different to the occupier), and sometimes their address 

• Parish plan details – parish, section & allotment  

• General location of property (usually a street address is included for Rochester township) 

• Description of property (i.e. stables, shop) and acreage if land 

• Value of property and rates due 

 

The Rochester Rate Books are divided into four ridings – Northwest, Southwest, Central & Rochester – and within 

each, ratepayers are ordered alphabetically by surname. 

 

 

Shire of Huntly Rate Books 

 

 
 

1936-1947 

 

For each rateable household, the following information was generally collected: 

• Rate payer (occupant) and their occupation 

• Owner of the property (where different to the occupier), and their address 

• Location of property either generally (i.e. Elmore district) or address (i.e. Clark Street, Elmore) 

• Parish plan details – parish, section & allotment  

• Value of property and rates due 

 

The Huntly Rate Books are divided into four ridings – Northern, West, South & Goornong – and within each, are 

ordered alphabetically by surname of occupant. Soldier Settlement details are also recorded in later editions. 

 

 

 



Shire of Marong Rate & Valuation Books 

 

1863 

Uncatalogued – order for access in the Reading Room by direct email to BRAC. 

 

 
 

1864-1964 

 

For each rateable household, the following information was generally collected: 

• Rate payer (occupant) and their occupation 

• Owner of the property (where different to the occupier), and sometimes their address 

• Description of property (i.e. hut, shop, house) 

• General property location (i.e. Myers Creek, Napoleon Gully) 

• Value of property and rates due 

 

Marong rate books are divided firstly into three ridings, and within each riding, into Parish areas. At the start of each 

Riding is an index to the Parishes but they tend to run in alphabetical order. Records are then listed alphabetically by 

surname of the rate payer. 

 

Shire of Strathfieldsaye Rate Books 

 

 
 

1864-1973 

 

For each rateable household, the following information was generally collected: 

• Rate payer (occupant) and their occupation 

• Owner of the property (where different to the occupier), and sometimes their address 

• Description of property and acreage if land 

• Location – mostly general (i.e. Sheepwash) but for later dates, also some by road (i.e. Upper Emu Road) 

• Value of property and rates due 

 

Strathfieldsaye Rate Books are divided into three ridings – Mandurang, Strathfieldsaye & Axedale – and are then in 

order of occupants as the rate collector walked around the district (not alphabetical by surname). 

 

 


